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¡ There are a number of high dose rate and 
high energy photon sources (used for High 
Dose rate brachytherapy) on the market.

¡ Calibration of these sources have been 
performed now for 26 years. 

¡ These calibrations can be used for 
measurements in the clinic.

¡ Talk elaborated in Med Phys 38:6721-6728 
(2011)

¡ The principles in this talk have been used 
with PDR brachytherapy sources also. See 
Med Phys 40: 071732-1-5 (2013).

¡ The methodology for dose rate calculation 
for Brachytherapy sources is TG 43.

¡ This lecture only concerned with the air 
kerma strength (SK) variable in the equation. 

¡ The major concentration here is the 
determination of the primary air kerma
strength

¡ Traceability to NIST via calibration 
points on ionization chamber
¡ Measurement in air – ADCL realization 

of quantity
¡ Comparison of various sources
¡ Transfer to well chambers

¡ There are two aspects to an HDR 192Ir calibration.
§ The Ionization chamber and its calibration
§ A multiple distance technique for the primary beam

¡ All primary calibrations for air kerma strength or reference air 
kerma rate are done similarly.

¡ A flat energy response chamber should be used for 
interpolation between beams to an average energy of 397 keV. 
NPL uses a known volume chamber

¡ Extrapolation to multiple distances is done. (University of 
Wisconsin introduced the “7-distance technique”

¡ Well chambers can then be calibrated.
¡ All afterloader types (sources) have the same calibration to 

within +1 % and when averaged agree with calibration of the 
past to 0.2%. Med Phys. 38: 6721- 6729 (2011)
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uHDR standard established at the UW ADCL 
originally by Goetsch, DeWerd and Attix

¡ ADCL does proficiency tests with with 
other ADCLs. All ADCL Secondary 
Laboratories fall within + 0.5%

¡ Henri Becquerel lab agreed with UW to -
0.3%

¡ Henri Becquerel and NPL within 0.6%, UW 
ADCL between both (Agree with NPL 
+0.3%).

¡ Other labs, e.g. PTB agree to within 0.5%.

¡ If you disagree with the manufacturer, 
use your value since YOU MEASURED 
IT.
¡ Always use your value for SK.
¡ In the past we have found differences 

from the manufacturer of up to 10%. 
Presently this number is generally at 
most 5%.

¡ The ionization chamber is calibrated at 
two energy points to interpolate to the 
weighted average energy of the HDR 
192Ir source, which is approximately 
397 keV.
¡ The original method (Goetsch method) 

included M250 and Cs-137 with an Awall
factor. 
¡ See Med Phys 38:6721-6728 (2011)

¡ Use a chamber with a flat energy 
response between M250 and 137Cs for 
interpolation for the energy of 397 keV
¡ The same buildup cap with thickness 

sufficient to provide CPE for highest 
energy was used for both NIST 
calibrations
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¡ Multiple points were suggested by van 
Dyke, however NIST traceable air-
kerma calibration coefficients for the 
discrete photon energies do not exist.
¡ Mainegra-Hing and Rogers argued that 

it is reasonable that an interpolation 
between M250 and Cs-137 for a flat 
energy response chamber can be used. 
¡ The inverse of the calibration 

coefficients should be used.  
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¡ The determination of the conventional 
true value for a number of beams, 137Cs 
and 60Co changed in the primary 
laboratories because of kwall changes
¡ We investigated the entire process 

again using new values and Mainegra-
Hing and Rogers methodology

¡ The air kerma calibration coefficient is 
then determined by 

¡ A comparison of the air kerma 
coefficient for an Exradin A3 from 
Goetsch and the inverse technique 
shows a difference of -0.03 %
¡ The inverse technique is now used.

¡ There are two methods that are in use:
§ Shadow shield (Measurement at 1 meter 

and then a lead block in front of chamber 
for scatter measurement.)
§ 7 distance technique: first proposed at the 

University of Wisconsin by Goetsch et al. 
in 1991
§ A variation of the 7 distance technique is 

used at all primary laboratories
¡ These agree within 0.5% based on round-

robin results among ADCLs

¡ Primary radiation falls off as the inverse 
square of the source-to-chamber distance

¡ � � � � � � � � � � 2

• Ms and c are constants independent of position
• The distance between chamber positions, ∆d, is 

known to +/- 0.1 mm
• Three measurements are needed to find f, Ms

and c
• 7 distances are used to provide a more accurate 

result
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¡ 7 distances allow 35 combination 
solutions for the 3 unknowns
¡ The air kerma can be determined by 

using an average of all the solutions. 
The primary measurement is thus 
determined.

¡ Air kerma rate is given by

¡ Air-kerma strength is determined by 
taking it into vacuum.

¡ There are 5 HDR sources (now 6) on the 
market. The 6th source agrees with the 
others.

¡ Monte Carlo modeling shows that there 
may be a difference between them. 

¡ We investigated all sources using the 7-D 
technique

¡ Published in Med Phys 38: 6721-6729 
(2011)

¡ UWADCL measurement was originally 
based on the “Classic” Nucletron HDR 
source

Source Type 7-Distance 
Result

(mGy m2 h-1)

Well Chamber 
Result

(mGy m2 h-1)

Percent
Difference

Redesigned 
Nucletron 

MicroSelectron

17.87 17.87 +0.00
33.33 33.30 +0.09
26.20 26.09 +0.42
26.02 26.09 -0.27
26.07 26.09 -0.08
26.03 26.09 -0.23
25.95 26.09 -0.54

Average Percent Difference -0.09 +/-
0.30

¡ Measures the output of the source at 
seven source-to-chamber distances 
from 10 cm to 40 cm, using charge 
readings at each position.
¡ A verified computer algorithm solves 

the 35 equations to over determine the 
Air-kerma strength
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¡ The classic Nucletron source has been 
measured over a 26 year period.
¡ Each individual source has been 

compared to the other via 3 well 
chambers
¡ The value for the well chamber after 

measurement by the 7 distance 
technique is always within + 0.5%

HDR Source Model % difference from Working Standard

Classic Nucletron 0.47

NucletronV2 -0.10

VarisourceVS 2000 -1.13

GammaMed Plus -0.20

Flexisource 0.89

Average for all sources -0.01
Uncertainty (k=2) 2.1%

¡ The NIST standard changed in 2003
¡ The Air kerma Interpolation method 

shown to be 1/NK
¡ Additional HDR sources introduced
¡ 7-D for all individual repeats of source air-

kerma strength within 0.5%
¡ Comparisons with other labs (Henri –

Becquerel, NPL, PTB, NRCC) within 0.5%
¡ Summary of measurements with all 

sources – statistically different but all 
within 1% of the mean

¡ Now the well chamber can be 
calibrated so Sk can be measured
¡ Measuring sources by the physicist 

gives a lower uncertainty
¡ Measure in a calibrated well chamber 

and correct the reading.

Sk = Mraw
wellNSK

kelectkTP

¡ A very important 
part of the well 
chamber is the 
insert.

¡ The calibration of 
the well chamber 
includes the insert 
- use the insert 
provided.
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¡ Typically calibration of well chambers involve
sending the HDR source to the axial 
maximum, termed the sweet spot.

¡ The point of calibration is indicated on the 
calibration report. This is the point that should 
be used. Don’t worry about fine tuning.

¡ The calibration report is important to 
understand. It should list all information

¡ Thus the insert is very important, not only for 
positioning but also for attenuation and 
calibration.

¡ For the clinical physicist, a calibrated 
well chamber should be used.
¡ Calibration point should be at the 

sweet spot.
¡ The clinic needs to monitor the output 

of the well chamber using QA 
techniques
¡ The ADCL will calibrate the well 

chamber

¡ When all techniques (1/NK) and all 
sources are averaged, various points 
tend to counteract others
¡ The average for all sources is within -

0.01% of the factor in use for 26 years.
¡ The ADCL has changed but the clinic 

stays with the same number regardless 
of the type of source, with an 
uncertainty of 2.75% (k=2)

• Use of calibrated well chamber 
allows easy calibration for sources.

• Inserts differ and are part of the 
calibration

• Treat your chambers with respect
• This results in measurement of air 

kerma strength or the calculation of 
dose in brachytherapy dosimetry
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Questions?


